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VAL DI FIEMME READY FOR ROLLER-SKIING
2014 WORLD CUP: EVENTUAL STAGE

Last Rollerski World Cup leg in Val di Fiemme (Italy)
Three days of races from Friday 19 September
Johansson and Konokhova in the Senior overall lead 
Uphill CT, Sprint FT and Team Sprint events until Sunday


Only a few days left to the 2014 Rollerski World Cup eventual races in Italy’s Val di Fiemme. World’s best roller-skiers from 12 nations will gather up in the Italian Dolomites, from 19 to 21 September, and the alpine valley is once again the perfect setting for a spectacular sport event.
Marcus Johansson of Sweden certainly represents the man to beat in Senior category as he has won two out of the six races held in the season so far and leads the male overall, as it stands now. However, Italian Simone Paredi follows not far behind – 45 points back – and two other Italians, namely Richard Tiraboschi and Emanuele Becchis, could also…roll in the title fight. As for women, it looks like Russians have already assured the medals, at least the first two places in the overall table. The 2013 World Cup winner Ksenia Konokhova sits on the very top with 64 points advantage on countrywoman Anna Grushina. Since Sweden’s Sundin and Russia’s Voronina won’t be taking part in this week’s races – they are in third and fourth position respectively at the moment – both Konokhova and Grushina might seriously think about celebrating a new WC victory for their nation.
Both on male and female sides, Italian athletes will get on the street all guns blazing. Paredi, Tiraboschi and Becchis, plus homeboy Alessio Berlanda, national champion Dietmar Nöckler and legendary Alfio Di Gregorio are among those who can jump on the male podium in any of the three races scheduled during the weekend. National roller-skiing champion Erika Bettineschi and XC skiers Sturz, Pellegrini, Debertolis, Scardoni and Di Sopra will be fiercely challenging the rest of the world, as well as their male colleagues. 
During the next weekend, Val di Fiemme will welcome skiers from Croatia, Czech Republic, Denmark, France, Germany, Latvia, Norway, Poland and Slovakia, other than abovementioned Italy, Russia and Sweden.
Next weekend’s schedule for the 2014 Rollerki World Cup’s eventual stage reads a 10,4 Uphill CT on Friday afternoon and a Sprint FT event on Saturday. The international debut of the Team Sprint FT race on Sunday will crown the 2014 World Cup champions.
Info: www.fiemmeskiworldcup.com    



